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by Olivia Eldridge
fter spending nearly all day
moving into a dorm room and
saying goodbye to my parents,
a four-hour long orientation to the
Honors Program was the last thing
I wanted to participate in. There
was sure to be plenty of the dreaded
icebreakers, new people, and long
speeches. However, after only about
thirty minutes, I looked around and
realized that we were all actually
having fun. Yes, we were playing ice
breakers, and yes, we were surrounded
by new people, but somehow, the
Honors Program made it all fun.

A

After a few slightly awkward ice
breakers, we began to loosen up.
Personally, I enjoyed the “Mingle”
icebreaker. We walked around until we
were told to stop, then we turned to
the person closest to us and answered
some type of question. Some were
typical “icebreaker questions” such
as “Where are you from?” or “What
is your major?” Some were more
interesting such as “What’s your
favorite movie?” or “Who’s your
favorite band?” As a former “high
school nerd,” it was really great to meet
people that were interested in and liked
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Honors Orientation

favorite part of Honors Orientation. Over a month into
school, my mentor still regularly takes us to Eclipse for
milkshakes and often texts us during the week just to
check in. The other freshmen in my group and I have
become great friends and it was really nice to have
more familiar face during the first week of classes.
Honors Orientation was a truly amazing experience.

the same things as me.
The “long speeches” we were all dreading turned
out to be nothing like we’d expected. We were able to
hear stories from our future professors and ask them
questions. Many of them even stayed afterwards to
talk with us and answer more questions. The fact that
several professors spent their last free Thursday night
before school started with a handful of incoming
freshmen truly speaks well for the University of
Montevallo and the Honors Program.

Even though many of us were doubtful at first, it really
was a fun and enjoyable night. I was introduced to
many new people that I now consider my friends, and
I met the three people that are now my best friends.
Getting to know a few professors before classes made
the first week of college slightly less intimidating. It has
also been extremely helpful having an upperclassmen
mentor that has already been where we are to ask
questions and talk to. So, to next year’s incoming
Honors Freshman, don’t dread Honors Orientation, get
ready for an amazing night!

As the night was ending, we were introduced to
our Peer Mentor Groups. In each group, three or four
freshmen were paired with an upperclassman. We
were told that we would be participating in activities
and competitions with this group throughout the
semester. I was a little skeptical of the idea at first. I
had already met so many people and gotten so much
new information, and I didn’t want one more thing to
have to keep up with. However, this may have been my
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Float into Fall
The Resident Advisor in the dormitory,
Zachary Brown, and the University of
Montevallo Housing and Residence Life
were instrumental in making this event a
success.

n August 31, Honor students
gathered for an ice cream social in
the Ramsay classroom. A variety of
culinary creations were made, including
root beer, coke, and orange soda floats.

Angie Singleton and Katie Warren

Sarah Sizemore, Jessica Joye, Lauren Roland,
Erin Hall, and Katherine Nally

Ryan Howard and Geordie Kennedy

Donovan Cleckley and Mallory Currie

Ashley Buckingham, Katherine Pearce, and
Maggie Sanderson

Isaac Devine and Jim Vick
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ENG 103: Selma Project
by Dr. Erin Chandler
his class is part of a two-part sequence in
collaboration with people and entities in Selma,
Alabama. In the sequence, students will become
oral historians, generators of written histories, and
mediators of community discourse. In order to do so,
they will travel to Selma three times this semester to
complete field work. They will write profiles of people
and places, provide commentary on representations of
Selma, compose and conduct a roundtable discussion,

and write an analytical report.
The project stems from President Stewart’s call to
involve the campus in the transformation of the Jackson Home. It is also part of a Teaching and Learning
Grant that allows the students to curate spaces and
write to real-world audiences. This type of experience
is one-of-a kind, and while I understand that students
will miss three classes, my hope is that their work will
significantly impact their lives as well as the lives of the
people they encounter.

T
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HNRS 100: Introductory Experience

I

include attending Honors workshops, MHO
meetings, UM events, extra-curricular
excursions, and peer mentor office hours.
Students may also complete guest speaker
quests and meet for meals with other Honors
students to earn points.
This term’s guest speakers have included
the UM Service Learning coordinator Dr.
Aimee Mellon, the Carmichael librarians Dr.
Charlotte Ford and Mr. Carey Heatherly, and
the UM Career Development Center’s Mrs.
Angie Kelly.

n addition to learning from a series of
guest speakers and participating in
discussions with peer mentor groups,
students in Dr. Cathlena Martin’s HNRS
I00 class have been playing a game wherein
they accumulate points for attending various
campus events and activities.The winning
team will have their photo displayed in the
Ramsay basement lounge.
To earn points for the competition,
students post pictures of challenges they
have completed. These different challenges
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Dr. Tiffany Wang’s August Workshop

O

n August 29, Dr. Tiffany Wang led
a workshop entitled “Peer Mentor
Communication.” The workshop
drew a record number of Honors students, and
personal anecdotes from both Dr. Wang and the
students contributed to a very convivial and lively
atmosphere. Topics included effective interpersonal
communication skills, factors affecting peer
mentor development, developmental challenges
affecting peer mentees, tips for promoting peer
mentor development, and characteristics of helpful
mentoring relationships. In addition to helpful
information about communication and mentoring,
the group learned that Dr. Wang enjoys watching
Christmas Hallmark movies annually despite their
formulaic plots, and that her new puppy London
Rose is going to be living a luxurious lifetsyle,
complete with a pearl necklace, and matching collar,
leash, and tote bag set.

Ms. Randi Tubb’s September Workshop

T

Finally she gave sage advice about studying and
finishing projects that included breaking large tasks
into smaller, manageable parts, setting personal

he UM Learning Enrichment Center’s Ms.
Randi Tubbs September 19th workshop

entitled “Time Management: Learning How
to Manage Your Time When There Never Seems to
Be Enough” also drew a nice crowd. At this event,
students completed time management exercises,

deadlines, creating syllabus maps, scheduling study
time, reading printed versions of class material
instead of electronic versions, and taking notes by

identified personal distractions, and learned
techniques to help take control of these distractions.
Ms. Tubbs shared the advice to treat being a student
as a full-time job. For any student with a full class
load, he or she should ideally dedicate around 35
hours a week to schoolwork. She also shared the
analogy that managing life priorites such as work,
friends, family and health may be compared to a
juggling game in which the balls are made of glass
and rubber. When some priorities are dropped, they

hand instead of typing.

bounce back, but others are irrevocably damaged.
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Upcoming Workshops

Active Voices and
English’s Third Sister
October 24th
Dr. Erin Chandler

The Honors
Thesis
November 28th
Ms. Brinkley Jones
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Laura DeRocher’s Science Writings

aura DeRocher has posted many scientific
writings online at The Odyssey this past spring
and summer. Her articles have covered topics
such as landmine-detecting rats, self-driving cars, sci-fi
films, anthrax, and biomicry, sharks, and venomous
snakes. She recently answered questions about the
experience:

2)How did you get started posting articles on it?
One of my friends recommended it to me! I applied
online and within a couple of weeks I started posting!
3) Since you are an English major, it is interesting
that your articles are related to different scientic
fields, why have you chosen to focus on scientific
matters?
I’ve always loved science and been really interested in
it, but could never really choose one particular field to
go into. As a science writer, I get to learn about cool
and exciting news in all kinds of different areas of
science, and share them with other people!
4) Have any of your Montevallo classes contributed
to your writing style, subject choices, or interests?
I’ve used a lot of ideas from Dr. Hope’s “Life in the
Universe” class from last year in my articles, and I ask
him for article ideas a lot since he’s always up to date
on the latest science news! Dr. Beringer has also helped
me a lot with my writing in general, and has given
me lots of great advice on how I can move forward
towards a science writing career.

1) What is the Oddysey Online?
Odyssey is sort of like an online newspaper for college
students. We write and publish new articles every week
about pretty much anything going on in the world or
in our lives.

I

n a d d i t i o n t o t h e t h e articles,
Laura also created art to compliment
many of her writings. The piece to the
right accompanied the article “The Juno
Misson and What It Can Tell Us About Our
Solar System’s Largest Planet.” Laura’s articles
may be found at the following website: www.
theoddysseyonline.com/@lauraderocher.
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Morgan Pennington’s Summer Research

M
Morgan Pennington and Dr. Susan Caplow

organ Pennington participated in the Trio
McNair Scholars Program’s 13th Annual
Research Presentations in June of 2016.
An Environmental Studies Major, Morgan titled her
project was “Analysis of Environmental Justice Cases in
Alabama.” Dr. Susan Caplow served as a faculty mentor
for this project. When asked about the reserach project
Dr. Caplow reported that Morgan’s “project allowed
her to develop research skills, contribute to an issue
she cares deeply about, and strengthen her professional
network. Morgan did a great job and I look forward to
seeing what she does next.”

by Morgan Pennington

T

and the ways in which communities are organizing
for environmental justice. Through the use of
Critical Race Theory as a theoretical framework,
we analyzed racial dynamics at play between the
various entities involved with environmental justice
organizing in Alabama.
Through this experience, I was not only fortunate
enough to grow in my ability to conduct research,
but I was also able to dive deep into an issue that
I personally care deeply about. This experience

ypically, minority populations and
impoverished peoples tend to be exposed
to environmental hazards significantly
more often than other demographic populations
(Bullard, 2000). Oftentimes these exploited
communities do not have the necessary resources
to relocate, or have the political voice to deny
the industry to take roots in their community.
This summer I was granted the opportunity to
conduct research exploring this topic, specifically

“Through this experience, I was not only fortunate enough to grow in my ability to conduct
research, but I was also able to dive deep into an issue that I personally care deeply about
in Alabama. Through analysis of interviews of
residents and outside advocates for communities
that host unwanted environmental hazards I was
able to look at what environmental injustice looks
like in Alabama. I specifically examined the key
players in local, state, and federal governance that
have decision-making authority in environmental
justice (EJ) communities, as well as the ways in
which EJ issues affect residents and the community,

provided opportunities for growth that were
unanticipated on my part. I learned a lot about
myself, about my research topic, and just how hard
of work research actually is. UR is also a unique
opportunity to foster connections with faculty that
you won’t develop in the classroom. Engaging in
research enhanced my undergraduate experience,
and I think all students can benefit from a
conducting undergraduate research.
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Summer Internship Experience
by Mollie Wyatt

I

worked with Gypset Beauty Company from
January to August. Gypset Beauty Company is
a makeup and beauty studio located in Helena.
While I was with the company, I created a social
media plan for the company, managed all of their
social media accounts, created website graphics,
designed event flyers and window displays, and
assisted with client registration. I assisted in a
variety of events, such as First Friday, a oncemonthly event run by the city, where we sold flower
crowns and offered braiding and henna services. I
also received training in professional makeup while
interning.

Summer Service-Learning Experience
by Kirsten Hill

T

hrough Falcon Scholars in Action, I
was able to work closely with Family
Connection. As a Falcon Scholar, I
assisted with the supervision of the residents and
coordinated a group activity once a week. The
activities I planned counted as community service
for the residents. The crafts were sent to hospice
patients, and it served to remind the residents that
while their situation may not be ideal, there are
still people in worse situations and for that they
should be grateful.
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Summer Study Abroad
by Sarah Sizemore

T

his summer I studied abroad at King’s College
in London. I took a class called Jane Austen’s
England, in which we studied Austen’s novels
with a close look at settings. This meant various field
trips to places like Bath and Jane Austen’s house in
Alton. We also just walked around London, made easy
by the campus’ very central location. I went with the
International Studies Abroad (ISA) program, which
provided my accommodations and additional trips
around England like Dover and Canterbury. My favorite
part was probably meeting people from all over the
world, but if I’m really honest, it was learning a Regency
dance at Austen’s home. I’d study abroad again in a
heartbeat, and visiting London is definitely a must.

H

Honors Students on the Stage
onors students performed in Brick by Brick’s production of Once Upon a Mattress at the
Virginia Samford Theatre in Birmingham this summer. Ryan Howard both co-directed and acted in
the ensemble. Sophomores Ashlyn Bondurant and Hailey Larkin also performed in the ensemble.

Ashlyn Bondurant and Hailey Larkin

Ryan Howard (in brown on the left), Hailey Larkin (in pink to
the right), and Ashlyn Bondurant (in stripes on the right)
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Peer Mentor Program

he Honors Peer Mentor
Program has undergone
some changes in the past
year. In addition to helping
with move-in and orientation
and hosting social events for
their mentee groups, Peer
Mentors now also attend the
weekly HNRS 100 Freshman
Introductory Experience
course. In this course, they
check-in with their groups of
freshman peer mentees and
frequently lead discussions on
readings. Another new facet of
the program is that some peer
mentors hold open office hours
for other students in the Ramsay
118 office.
		

Bottom Row Haley Nichols, Sara Perry, and Megan Liveoak
Middle Row Rebekah Koen, Lauren Roland and Donovan Cleckley
Back Row Jamie Haas, Savannah Willard, Amy Wilson, and Hannah Bell

Fall 2016 Peer Mentor Office Hours
Ramsay Room 118
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part One
							 Hannah Bell

			
Sophomore History & Theatre Double Major 		
							
Fairhope, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
Gold Side (GV!), BCM
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Take advantage of ANY free food. Scavenge.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
The community
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
movie - Marvel, I don’t like to pick favorites
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
Main quad
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
To please get a job
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
In 4th grade, my teacher did the awards ceremony thing where she gave all of her students certificates that said
something about them like “Best Speller.” I got an award for best actress because “You look so quiet but you are
so loud.” So I guess its surprising that I am not a shy person.

Rebekah Koen

Sophomore Social Work Major with a Minor in Psychology
Gardendale, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
Aspire
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Try not to go home. Find someone to get out of your comfort zone with.
Look at campus emails and try something new. Remember that this isn’t
high school and everyone is trying to find themselves too. No judgement.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
All the perks - free printing, computer access, small classes, convenient
housing
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
Belle Prater’s Boy - It’s about making a change.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo
campus?
The quad, people watching
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Working with the VA for military families and adjusting to civilian life
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
Army National Guard
13
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part One
Donovan Cleckley
Sophomore English Major
Clanton, AL

1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
My activities at the University of Montevallo include University
Chorus, the UM Sociology Club, the Golden Key Honour Society,
and the Montevallo French Club.
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the
Honors Program?
Students, especially Honors students, should always feel comfortable
speaking to their professors and creating an academic dialogue that
displays understanding and openness. Professors enjoy engagement
on the side of the students, so it’s important for students to not only
be present in their courses, but also be engaged in their courses.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most 		
		
appreciated?
I’ve most appreciated the way instructors understand that the Honors courses can be specifically
tailored to create classroom discourse that displays full academic involvement in the course texts and
topics. Courses are always more enriching when all of the students become part of the dialogue and,
to an extent, are not only spectators, but are also the actors in the entire performance as if the course
is a sort of figurative theatrical play.
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
My favorite book is The Awakening by Kate Chopin because of its musicality and subject matter
dealing with a woman who seeks to soar above her conditions and reach true pleasure and
happiness in her own life. Now, Voyager, starring Bette Davis, is my favorite movie about a woman
named Charlotte Vale who, like Edna Pontellier in Chopin’s The Awakening, must rise above other
conventions (particularly her so-called “homely” appearance and her mother’s suppressive nature)
to journey into her own happiness. In This Moment is my favorite contemporary metal band, and
its album Black Widow is my favorite album; Black Widow covers Southern Gothic themes within its
text.
5. What is your favoirte spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
Eclipse, by far, is my favorite place to be when I have free time or whenever I need to sit and edit a
piece of short writing that can easily be annotated while I snack on a tuna melt, eat hummus and pita
chips, and sip Coca-Cola.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
I’m intending on finishing my undergraduate studies in English at Montevallo, pursing my M.A. at
Montevallo after my B.A., and then I desire a PhD in Composition and Rhetoric. My dream PhD
program is at Syracuse University, and it is called Composition and Cultural Rhetoric.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
Metal music is my absolute favorite genre of music, even if I do tend to favor choral literature and
orchestral performances. I can see the qualities in music across a spectrum of artistic and stylistic
diversity.
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part One
							 Jamie Haas

Sophomore Mass Communication Major with a Minor in Public Relations		
							
Enterprise, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
The Alabamian (staff writer/online editor), Purple side
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Go to class, Get involved on campus. Utilize Honors perks.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
Free stuff : )
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
Holes is such a good movie.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
Main Quad because it’s a pretty place to relax
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Hopefully I’ll have a job?

Megan Liveoak

Senior Art Major with a Minor in Arts Administration
Clanton, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
Montage (yearbook) Editor-in-Chief, Sherlock Holmes Literary Society
President, College Night (purple)
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
It is important to find balance between schoolwork and fun. If you can,
takes classes that you know will be fun.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
Early registration. Montevallo prides itself on its small class sizes, this
makes seating competitive. Early registration is your friend.
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
I actually prefer book series to stand alone books. I like how the authors
are able to expand upon the words in their books. I always want to know
more. Some good series are Harry Potter, obviously, The Chronicles of
Narnia, The Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit, and The Mortal Instruments.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo
campus?
My room is probably my favorite spot, I really enjoy my own space.
Other than that, I love Hill House. The kitchen there is AMAZING!
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Find a job.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I have a sense of humor leaning toward the morbid side.
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MHO Meetings

potentially organize.
At the following meeting, students elected the 20162017 MHO officers. With Sara Perry as President,
Haley Nichols was elected Treasurer, Donovan
Cleckley the Event Chair, and Zelma Cable the
Secretary.

he Montevevallo Honors Orgranization is
off to a great start this academic year. The
first meeting of the year on August 31st drew
record numbers. At the meeting, the MHO President
Sara Perry introduced the organization to newcomers
and discussed upcoming events that MHO would

Upcoming MHO Events

H o n o r s M i d - t e r m 		
Study/Pizza Night
			 5 : 3 0 p m
			 H i l l H o u s e
October 10 -

October 12 MHO Meeting
			
5 - 6 pm
			 R a m s a y 1 0 6
October 19 MHO Meeting
			
5 - 6 pm
			 H i l l H o u s e
October 24 I Scream Social
			
6 pm - 9 pm
			 H i l l H o u s e
October 26 MHO Meeting
			
5 - 6 pm
			 R a m s a y 1 0 6
October 31 Hell House
			 7 - M i d n i g h t
			 H i l l H o u s e

Donovan Cleckley, Sara Perry, Haley Nichols and
Zelma Cable
Follow MHO on Social Media
Instagram –
UMHonorsOrg
Facebook –
Montevallo Honors Organization
Twitter
–
UMHonorsOrg
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Spring 2017 Honors Courses
General Education Honors Courses
COMS 102 		
Honors Foundations of Oral Communication
COMS 102-001 MWF 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM in Reynolds 114 CRN 10947

Dr. Wang

ENG 104			
Honors Composition II			
ENG 104-001 TR 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 10397

Dr. Chandler

ENG 234			
Honors Global Literature Topics		
ENG 234-001 MW 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM in Comer 308 CRN 10448

Dr. Beringer

HIST 104			
Honors History of World Civilization II		
HIST 104-001 TR 9:30 AM - 11:45 AM in UMOM 307 CRN 10202
HIST 104-002 TR 9:30 AM - 11:45 AM in UMOM 307 CRN 10203

Dr. Hultquist

PHIL 221
		
Honors Ethics					
PHIL 221-001 MW 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM in Morgan 203 CRN 11267

Dr. Patton

		Dr. Lowry
SOC 101*			 Honors Introductory Sociology
SOC 101-004 TR 9:30 AM - 11:45 AM in UMOM 101 CRN 11835
*This is a new Honors General Education course. When registering for this course, be sure to
choose the correct Sociology section, SOC 101-004.

Spring Honors 300 Courses – 1 Credit Hour
HNRS 308-001		
Bring Stories to Life: Oral Histories		
Mr. Heatherly
T 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM in Hill House Classroom CRN 11889
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to oral histories from both the research
perspective and the archivist perspective. Students will receive a brief overview of orality and oral history
research, recording, and use. The course will culminate in students conducting, recording, and transcribing
their own oral history projects.
HNRS 308-002		
Called to Lead				
Dr. Ozment
R 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 11890
“Called to Lead” will offer an opportunity to explore the complexities and challenges of ethical
leadership through the close study of a novel and a film: Robert Penn Warren’s classic novel All the King’s
Men based on the political career of Louisiana kingpin Huey Long and the 1989 Civil War film Glory
(starring Matthew Broderick, Morgan Freeman, and Denzel Washington) about the Massachusetts 54th
Volunteer Infantry, the first entirely African American unit in the US Army.
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Spring 2017 Honors Courses
Spring Honors 300 Courses – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 309-001		
Visual Literacy in Performance Design
Ms. Gill
THEA 314
TR 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM in Ramsay 106 CRN 11981
This course will cover major concepts in visual communication and storytelling used in
performance design for live and film media as well as concept development strategies and creative problem
solving models, individual and collaborative. The course will culminate in a “design as performance” group
presentation developed in class.
HNRS 309-051		
Astronomy		
		
Dr. Patton & Dr. Sterner
MATH 295/ES 300/PHIL 300
W 6:00 PM - 8:50 PM in Harman 225 CRN 11979
This course emphasizes the human origins, development, and ramifications of astronomy. We
will begin with the gradual, growing awareness on the part of our human ancestors of the larger physical
universe and its underlying symmetry and order. Looking at both theory and practice, we will explore the
ways in which the origins of astronomy as a tool for navigation and agriculture led to the development
of many other aspects of human life. Weekly outings (weather permitting) will involve naked eye and
telescopic observation of celestial objects. The observational component of the course is designed to teach
the students the configuration of the night sky and its relationship to ancient religion and culture, the
empirical basis of modern astronomical theory, and the variety of celestial objects which can be studied
by the amateur astronomer. The lectures will be self-contained accounts of a variety of issues which center
around the relationships between mathematics, physics, astronomy, and other fields of human endeavor.
The course will underscore the extent to which the major fields of human inquiry and indeed, human
survival itself, have depended on the development of astronomy.
Prerequisite: MATH 144 or higher

Spring Honors 400 Courses – 1 Credit Hour
HNRS 400-001		Golson Seminar*					Dr. Martin
M 3:30 PM - 4:20 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 11834
*This course is required for all Honors students wishing to graduate the Honors Diploma.
It is designed to be the capstone of your Honors experience at the University of Montevallo. As such, it
will provide a classroom space to let you reflect on your time in the Honors program, help you stimulate
the intellectual climate at UM, and then provide tools to assist you for your next stage in life. The course is
structured around three critical areas in higher education: teaching, service, and research. We will explore
all three through the lens of your Honors experiences and with an eye toward your future endeavors. Thus,
we will reflect on past honors courses that have been taught to you, engage in a service project for the
betterment of the current Honors students, and research toward your future.
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Spring 2017 Honors Courses
Spring Honors 400 Courses – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 409-001		
Environmental Education & Human Behavior
Dr. Caplow
ES 410-051/ED 575
M 5:00 PM - 7:30 PM in UMOM 220 CRN 11982
This course will use conservation psychology as a unifying framework with which to explore how
education can help humans become ecologically-minded citizens. The course will also include practical
training in nature interpretation, with the option to become a Certified Interpretive Guide as awarded by
the National Association for Interpretation - this certification is useful for work in museums, parks, historic
sites, nature centers, and anywhere else where resource interpretation happens.
HNRS 409-002		
Environmental Justice			
Dr. Tetloff & Dr. Tinsley
BIO 475/ ES 401/SWK 411		
TR 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM in UMOM 325 CRN 12004
This course will examine racial and income inequalities that result from the development and
implementation of environmental policies. It will investigate the root causes of these disparities, their impact
on physical, mental, and emotional health, and mechanisms for meaningful change.

Summer 2017 Honors Courses
Summer I Honors Course – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 309-251 		
Family Communication		
Dr. Wang
COMS 365
MTWRF 10:20 AM – 12:20 PM in Reynolds 226 CRN 50148
This course helps students gain an understanding of how communication functions to develop,
maintain, enrich, or limit family relationships and develop an understanding of functional families across a
wide range of structures and cultural backgrounds.
Prerequisite: COMS 101/ COMS 102
Full Summer Term (May, Summer I, and Summer II) Honors Course – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 409-051
Shiloh Staff Ride			
		
Dr. Day
HIST 411/511
T 5:30 PM – 8:30 PM in UMOM 201 CRN 50173
This course constitutes a study of the Battle of Shiloh (April 6-7, 1862), in a classroom environment.
Students will be required to read an historical account of the battle, placing Shiloh within its proper context
as part of the American Civil War. Readings, research, and map studies will provide students with an
understanding of strategic, operational, and tactical concerns. The course also offers a practical, hands-on
experience. In order to enhance previous classroom instruction, a tour of the battlefield at Shiloh (optional)
will provide students with an appreciation of wartime conditions. The staff ride concept, pioneered in the
early years of the twentieth century at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, helps students understand military tactics,
use of terrain, distance and space, leadership and decision making. The terrain walk will be coordinated with
National Park Service personnel.
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Requirements to Stay Active in Honors
-Maintain at least a 3.2 overall GPA
-Take at least one Honors
course per academic year
You will be notified via campus e-mail at the end
of each semester if your status changes.

Theatre Tickets
We have 10 season tickets for each UM Theatre
production reserved for active Honors students.
First come, first serve.
Call the box office to reserve your tickets.
205-665-6200

Honors Administrative Assistant

Honors Program Director
Dr. Cathlena Martin

HONORS

Ms. Kendal Stine

PROGRAM

instagram.com / umhonors

Hill House, Station 6501
Montevallo, AL 35115

facebook.com / HonorsUM

(205) 665 - 6501

twitter.com / UMHonors

honors@montevallo.edu
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